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60880 [VNM14], 61508 [VNM14], 62304 [RFM16].

9 [LSBV17], 9126 [ADCG12].


C [HD17, BGM20, GJ13, LSBV16, LSBV17]. Can [KMH+15, TPB+17, KRA13, PPdAPP21]. capabilities [FDM+18]. capability [Cao12, GdOK18, SG20, UC12, WCS14, SKTW14].
care [EKP18, PDP18, WFB+18]. Case
[TGE17, AIA20, AY20, AN17, BLGZ18,
BABB12, BCSS18, EKV15, GP13, HD17,
HZ14, KFY13, KO13, LS13, MKA12,
MGUA14, MPB16, MPMN20, MBMR19,
NH14, OCCSBBDP20, PMT20, PCCRP21,
PCMCAC14, RGS+15, RCL19, RMOP20,
SDG21, TFAL21, TG20, VvV15].

case-based-reasoning-based [AIA20].
cases [GRK17, KMB17, PPPdG20]. catalog
[PGCMA15]. Category [KL18]. causes
[RF16]. CC [LSBV16, LSBV17]. centered
[GD21]. centric [NBD17, WPXZ13].
certification [CPMS+14, KMB+12].

Challenges [AM20, CRK18,
CdMSNdCM+14, IK17, SK18, AKKM20,
Cap13, GFK+20, KHR18, KJ14, HKZ12,
SKK+18, UWGP15, MVRP20]. challenging
[KS20]. Change
[PJW17, AMA+20, AKKM20, AMH+20,
ASK+21, CMCG+12, CdMSNdCM+14, CS19,
EAK13, Ghe17, HLP15, JGHA14, KGPH12,
KA20, LHEG18, PHJ15, SSB+20, ZHC+18].
change-prone [EAK13].
change-proneness [ZHC+18]. changes
[Bol13, CKS18, EAK13, ECRJVA+18,
HCL+17, JRSS13, JPW+17, THP+16].
changing [HD17, Rya16]. characterisation
[GCPM19]. characteristics [SVK+14].

Characterizing [SAEH16, TBP+17], check
[LP17]. checking
[FHS13, LHA+16, NHTLT17, NL18]. Choice
[KL18, NPLP12]. Choosing [PHJ15]. class
[AI 15]. Classes [SVB+17, EAK13, SAC21],
classical [HD17, SKR15]. Classification
[AJP14, GJC+18, NNLN20, RLMC19,
ZTGG16]. click [IZJG18]. click-fraud
[IZJG18]. click client [AMA+20]. client-vendor
[AMA+20]. Clone [CKS18, PTK13, BKZ13,
GK13, Kos14, SSL15, SKR15]. Cloned
Cloud [EKP18, PJW17, AKM+21, CLAD17,
FHS13]. Cloud-based [EKP18, AKM+21].
Cluster [DMT13, KMB17, JMCC18].

Cluster-based [DMT13, KMB17].
clustering [AI21, CKP15, LS19, PCCP14].
clustering-based [AI21]. clusters
[SJG+14]. CMMI
[GP13, GCSMS14, RMOP20]. CMMI-DEV
[RMOP20]. Co [dGNA+16]. Co-located
[dGNA+16]. coaching [PL14]. Coadapting
[KBHG17]. COBOL [HF12]. Code
[ARSH16, KLG17, SVB+17, WPVS14,
AVC20, AM16, BHL016, BGM20, CLC14,
DRGP13, GDJV18, HG13, HCL+17,
JPW+17, KMH+15, LHEG18, MLM16,
MdGC+17, NBCM17, OKÖ+17, PCP18,
PB17, QSM15, QBO+13, RA15, SLHS18,
SHT+16, San14, SLVOP18, SLL+21, SAK17].
coding [HD17]. coherence [CNS14].
cohesion [AI 15]. Cohesive [KO13].
collaboration [RDD+12]. Collaborative
[MDSSMS15, DFGP18, JPW+17, KLC+14].
collection [KGW13]. combination
[BJF12, ZHC+18]. combinatorial
[PPPdG20]. combined [HD17]. Combining
[CS13, ZTGG16]. come [RZL+15].
commercial [Dow14]. commit [BKS+17].
commits [GFKH18, TBP+17, WG18].
communicated [SJA+14]. communication
[ECRJVA+18, NPLP12, PK14].
communicators [UWKRS21].
communities [RCO20]. community
[EKP18]. companies
[ALK+17, BQ21, FDM+18, GP13,
LCMCPA15, MPB16, ÖTM18]. company
[GCMMS14, MFA12]. Comparative
[FZW+18, Nia15]. Comparing
[BKS+17, DRW14]. comparison [AJP14].
competence [SRSEG14]. competences
[HLP15]. compile [TBP+17]. complete
[TG20]. Completion [ARSH16]. complex
[BM13, LSW13, WYW+13]. compliance
[DMS12, VMCN20]. compliant
[Gal20, KK14, RFM16]. component
[MA12]. component-based [MA12].
components [CMCG+12, NEU+19].
Composing [WL16]. composite
null
decision [El 18, FPA17, GP16, HB16, JMCC18, KS20, aRL21, dSLBF15, WKB+15].
decision-making [JMCC18, KS20].
decision-support [GP16]. declarative [ZPW12].
decomposition [SL20, VKpV13]. deep [ZLM+21].
deep-learning-based [ZLM+21]. Defect [CPR15, CMQ+20, RLMC19, SLL+21].
defective [CMQ+20]. Defectivity [HBH12].
defects [HLWL15, JWP+16, KCH+17].
define [MA20]. definition [KPG14].
delivery [RGS+15]. Delta [AMH15].
Delta-based [AMH15]. deltas [DCVM20].
demand [HF12]. demand-driven [HF12].
demonstration [SGD+13]. demonstration-based [SGD+13].
dependability [ZYW+20]. dependence [DRW14, SJG+14, UY13].
dependence-based [DRW14].
dependences [APL+14, yCP12].
dependencies [BPKZ16, KMH+15, LHEG18, SS18]. dependency [BPKZ16, JbAPT18].
dependent [BPKZ16, JbAPT18]. dephase [JGHA14].
developed [SPC16]. deployment [NSBR12, RGSR20].
derivation [OMTR12]. Deriving [Sha15].
design [DS17, LLLW18].
BDC14, BGM20, CsZ+13, FMR13, WPVS14, BM13, BAAO+20, BCD13, FAA+17, NSBR12, OK+17, PPdAPP21, RTCL16, SGSGYO19, SV21].
detailed [CPR15]. detect [DP15]. Detecting [ATR+17, BMZP14, JGHA14, CKS18].
detection [AGA21, BCD14, CS9, GK13, Kos14, MR20, MAMN19, PCL21, SLL15, SK15, WFB+18, ZPFV14].
detectors [SKR15]. determining [DRW14].
DEV [GP13, RMOP20]. develop [GJC+18].
developer [CSGR17, DRM21, KRR+16, TBP+17, WWQ+21].
developer-related [TBP+17]. developers [BCSS18, KGPH12, KTHS16, MGN18, WPXZ13, XLWZ15].
Developing
SV21, MMC14, NBF18, PKY14].
Development
LCM+15, LMC16, ASA+20, AY20, AHA17, AMH+20, ASK+21, AKM+21, AOAG16, ASG18, AI21, Bab12, BM12a, BM13, BCC+15, BH16, Cao12, CN12, CD19, DT18, DHH+16, EIA19, FPA17, GS18b, GK+12, GD21, HD17, HGGASVD14, HLP15, HIA19, IAA18a, IAA18b, Ik17, I17, JWP+16, KLC+14, KKN+19, KA20, KHZ21, KGW13, Kru13, LSW13, LMdVT+12, LLLW18, MMK16, MKA20, MPS+16, MVRP20, MGUA14, MA20, MA12, NMA+17, NPLP12, ND20, OTM18, PL14, PBA17, PRNR14, PK14, RGSR20, RCL19, RMOP20, RK18a, RK18b, RMCLGAM14, RFM16, SSM21, SK18, SRSEGA14, SK+18, SAEH16, SLMW21, TGE17, TJK+21, TWFF18, TRC+17, THP13, TST17, VKC+21, WWQ+21, dSPF+12, AL17].
device [CC13, LCM+15, LMC16, OTM18].
DevOps [ADH20, BEB21, EAD17, JbAPT18, KS20, RYA+21]. diagrams
GAA18, MMPN20].
dictionary [HBG21].
differences [KJ14]. differencing
[DCVM20]. different [CMQ+20, MP+20]. differential
[BH16]. Digital [BO21, OB20].
digitalization [PPdAPP21]. dimension
[GBS+20]. direct [San14]. directed
[NHLLT17]. directions [MGW+17, RPV12].
Discovering
yCP12, PJS+17, BSB16].
discovery [MLM16]. discriminative
[HCL+17].
disjunctive [PCL21].
Disruption [OB20]. distance [Prl2].
distinguished [OP14, PP14]. distributed
[BCSS18, FPA17, LMDVT+12, Prl2, RBG15, SKK+18, THP13, UFF18, dSPF+12, dGNA+16].
distribution [CN12, PBA17]. distrust [PNL2].
divergence [MGW+17].
diversity [SVSC20].
Do
[CMQ+20, GWA15, LHEG18, DS17].
documentation [NSDP15, PJS+17]. does
[GKS+12, RZL+15, SWT+16]. **domain**
[ATR+17, APL+14, BSEA14, BO21, JN12, KKN+19, MMC14, RPZ14, RLR21].
**domain-based** [APL+14].
**domains**
[BMCP14b, DT18].
down [AAA13]. drive
[NRB13].
driven
[AMH15, BJF12, BCD14, CLAD17, De 16, DP15, GGPT12, HF12, HD17, MA20, SZ12, SV20, WWKC18].
driver [CNPR13].
drivers
[SSB+20].
DRIVES
[SSB+20].
**drives**
[MKMW18].
DSL
[BCD14].
DSL-driven
[BCD14].
Dthreads
[FZW+18].
**duplicate**
[ATR+17].
duration
[BBB21, Hou14].
during
[CKG15, CKS18, ECRJFZ16, GJ13, HH12, PPAPP21, SPC16].
**Dynamic**
[Cao12, BCD16, CSZ+13, GS12, HBH12, QVR+21, RPZ14, SAM13, WRC+13].
**Dynamics**
[II17, dSLBF15].
each
[Kra13].
**Early**
[PRNR14, AN18, LHEG18].
**economical**
[Pot16].
**Ecosystem**
[BO18, MCSGBSA20, OB17, TFAL21].
**ecosystems**
[AY20, DRM21, HB16, OB20].
**ECQA**
[ISK15, KBM+12].
editing
[ZKZH14].
edition
[PF18].
editor
[GW12, HAE14, HZ16, KLG17, RBM16].
**Editorial**
[Ano13, BMD13, BMCP14a, BMCP14b, BCP15, BCP16, CDR17, CDF13, CLC14, CT13, FKW13, GW12, HOJ15, HAE14, HZ16, KLG17, KKD13, LP17, MC14, MAD12, MGW+17, MP16, PP14, RPZ14, RBM16].
**Editors**
[BM21b, BMCP14e, CDR12, NSBR12, RPV12].
edits
[ZKK13].
education
[Sir18].
educational
[De 16].
effect
[FAA+17, ZKZH14].
effective
[EPG18, GJC+18, NSDP15, VvV15].
effectiveness
[ASG18, AL15, HH12, RMOP20, VMCN20].
**Efficiency**
[Pot16].
efficiency
[JPvdW+17, LSW13, RMOP20].
Efficient
[ARSH16, ACM+14, SSL15].
Effort
[QB21, RCL19, TGE17, AL15, AI21, AN18, BCC+15, BH16, EIA19, GS18b, HOJ15, HIA19, IAA18a, IAA18b, KFY13, LHA+16, MKA20, MA20, PBSA17, TUF20, vdGK12].
electronic
[OCCSBDBP20].
electronics
[HB16].
elicitation
[AL17, DFGP18, SDWA20, SLP20].
Embedded
[BSEA14, BO21, DT18, MPB16, OB20].
embedding
[SLL+21].
**Embracing**
[BJF12, BCD14, CLAD17, De 16, DP15, GGPT12, HF12, HD17, MA20, SZ12, SV20, WWKC18].
**Embracing**
[BJF12, BCD14, CLAD17, De 16, DP15, GGPT12, HF12, HD17, MA20, SZ12, SV20, WWKC18].
**Embracing**
[BJF12, BCD14, CLAD17, De 16, DP15, GGPT12, HF12, HD17, MA20, SZ12, SV20, WWKC18].
**Empirical**
[ABG18, AAYK20, CAKA21, EIA19, HSvG17, LSBV16, LSBV17, PA14, AAM+20, ALK+17, AVC20, ALK+20, BKZ13, CO13, CWBC17, CV21, CNS14, FQA17, GFK+20, GdOK18, JPvdW+17, JRSS13, KRR+16, KA20, LMB12, LGS+17, LML+18, NXC13, NMA+17, PCP18, RHD+16, SS18, TBP+17, VMSH13, ZKZH14].
**employing**
[MPB16].
**Empowering**
[MMJB16].
**Enabling**
[PB17].
enactment
[THP+16].
**encapsulation**
[AI15].
**encryption**
[LGNEAO20].
**Energy**
[JPvdW+17, FAA+17, SWT+16].
**engine**
[OCCSBDBP20].
**engineered**
[GAA18].
**Engineering**
[OP14, PMT20, PP14, RRDPD+13, AIA20, ARD+12, ATR+17, AHC21, BSEA14, BJF12, BCPM20b, Bor16, BDB+18, CRK18, GKHE18, GGPT12, GWA15, HBM+16, JW12, KÖ16, KFT14, LMB12, LP17, LFT19, LHIE18, MAD12, MBMR19, MPM+20, OEC17, OMTR12, PCCRP21, PN12, Pri12, RP14, RPV12, RDD+12, RBG15, SKW15, SL20, WKB+15, dGNFAT17].
**engineers**
[MVP12, PPAPP21].
**engines**
[MAzGB18].
**enhanced**
[ZPW12].
**ensembles**
[HIA19].
**enterprise**
[GPM+12].
**entreprises**
[Abu16, ABG18, CG14, ECRJFZ16, LCMCPA15, Pot16, SG20].
**entities**
[HCL+17, MPS+16, MPM+20].
**entrepreneurial**
[TWFF18].
**entropy**
[EIA19].
**entropy-based**
[EIA19].
**Envelopment**
[CSI13].
**environment**
[AN17, SKK+18].
**environmental**
environments
[GGGBEM18, PSMM19]. equivalent
[NLNL20]. Error [LHA+16]. estimate
[BH16]. Estimating [Al21]. estimation
[AL15, AN18, BCC+15, ELIA19, GS18b, HOJ15, HIA19, IAA18a, IAA18b, MKA20, MA20, PBPA17, QB21, RCL19, TGE17, TUF20]. ETGM [KRG+13]. ethical
[GRK17, GEK14]. environments
[SJG19]. execute
[BPKZ16, Bol13, JWP+16, KCH+17]. evolvability [Raj18b]. Evolving
[BDGR12, EKG18, HZ14, HCL+17, LYL+12, MLM16, WPXZ13]. feelings [GWA15]. FermaT [PB17]. fertilised [BMCP15]. few [MA20]. file
[KS18, CKP15]. firefly
[TRC]. Five [Raj18b, CDR17]. fix

faced [BMCP20a]. factors [ASK+21, AKM+21, AN17, BABB12, BDB+18, CV21, ECRJFZ13, JMCCL8, KHR18, KS20, Nia15, RK18b, TBP+17, WKB+15]. factory
[BKZ13, DP15]. FaultTracer [ZKK]. Fear [PNL2]. feasibility [KFT]. Feature
[DRGP13, BDGR12, EKG18, HZ14, HCL+17, LYL+12, MLM16, WPXZ13].
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[JMCC18]. environments
[GGGBEM18, PSMM19]. equivalent
[NLNL20]. Error [LHA+16]. estimate
[BH16]. Estimating [Al21]. estimation
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focusing [CMCG+12], forecasting [Hou14].

Foreword [SA17]. Formal [BAAO+20, NL18, AMH15, BGM18, SLMW21, WZ17].

Formalizing [BDGR12].

Formalization [NEU+19]. formulas [AHH17].

Four [GS12, PBA17]. four-loop [GS12].

Four-loop [GS12]. four-stage [PBSA17].

Fragmentation [CSGR17].

Framework [SS18, AMH15, AAM+20, AKM+21, AHKL20, Bab12, BCC+15, BLGZ18, Bor16, ECRJFZ13, KLWA20, KH21, KO13, LS14, LCM+15, LMC16, LB13, MMK16, NMA20, NBF18, OKA14, PKY14, RMCLGM14, SDWA20, TGE17, TNLJ+17, UWGP15, UGI+14, ZIDM20, TST17].

Framing [PA16].

Fraud [IZJG18].

Full [CLAD17].

Full-tier [CLAD17]. functional [GNIS18, LGNEAO20, LLT20, MBMCP18, SL20].

Function [LSBV16, LSBV17, QSM15].

Future [MGW+17, EAK13, McQ12, MKMW18].

Fuzzy [AIA20, ASK+21, AI21, El 18, HIA19, Yag18].

gamification [AM20]. genealogies [BKZ13]. generalized [Hou14]. generate [GA20].

generating [LRT16]. generation [HBG21, MMPN20, NRBI3, PP4PB20, UIK20].

generator [BGM20]. geographic [CN12]. German [PBDJ16].

greating [GKS+12].

GitHub [GFKH18, LML+18, ZWW+20].

GLOB [NMA20].

Global [JW12, MVRP20, AMA+20, AMH+20, ASK+21, Bab12, CN12, GKS+12, HLP15, IK17, II17, JWP+16, KKN+19, KA0, KH21, LMB12, MAD12, NMA+17, NMA20, NPLP12, PL14, PNLI2, Pri12, RK18a, RPV12, RMCLGM14, SRSEGA14, UWGP15, dGNFAT17, AL17].

Globally [BCSS18, Pri12, THP13]. goal [GLL+20, SZ12]. goal-driven [SZ12].

Going [OB20].

gow [NEU+19].

Governance [ISK15, MVRP20, PPdAPP21]. grammar [AHH17].

graph [BCD14, CKP15]. graphs [QSM15].

GreCo [MDGC+17].

Green [MdGC+17, CLAD17, RK18a, RK18b, SK18, CV21, GCPM19].

Greenness [MAzGB18].

Group [RMOP20, ASG18, MPB16].

Grouping [JHCC18]. groupware [Bab12].

Groupware-supported [Bab12].

Growth [CS19, FDM+18, HsvG17].

GSD [AKKM20, IK17, MVP12, RK18b].

GSEPIM [KN+19]. guardian [KKW18].

Guest [CIC14, GW12, HZR16, KLG17, MC14, RBM16].

gui [AMB18, San14].

Guidance [GSM14].

Guide [MPM+20].

guided [LLLW18].

Guidelines [SBS20].

Handling [SN14, VvV14].

Hands [Bor16].

Hands-on [Bor16].

Hardware [OCCSBDBP20].

Hardware-in-the-loop [OCCSBDBP20].

Hashing [Kos14].

HCI [GdOK18].

Health [BNBA21, RGSR20, OFAT+18, PDP18, RLMC19, CK18].

Help [PPdAPP21].

Hemodialysis [LHR18].

Heuristic [GA20]. hierarchy [AKKM20, ASK+21, AKM+21, KS0, KH21, SKK+18].

High [GCMS14, BW18, HMMR18].

High-maturity [GCMS14].

Higher [BPKZ16].

Highly [TUF20].

Historical [EAK13].

History [OKA14].

Hoc [OB17].

Homogeneous [HIA19].

Horizontal [HZ14, UC12].

Human [ABG18, WPXZ13].

Human-centric [WPXZ13].

Hybrid [BHZK12, HAS21, ADH20, FPA17, JMR18, OTM18, SGAP14, TKK+21].

Hyperheuristic [BLGZ18].

I/O [BMZP14].

ICONIX [LLT20].

ICPC [RBM16].

ICSM [CT13].

ICSSP [HAS21, KOPR17, PKBT16, RPZ14].

Idea [NRB13].

Identification [HCL+17, LMdVT+12, PRNR14, RAS+13].

Identifier [GDAG13].

Identify [CMQ+20].

Identifying [CKP15, GFKH18, KKT12,
interpretation [NSDD17], interpretive [AHKL20], interprocedural [yCP12].
interrupts [KTHS16], introducing [OKÔ+17].
Investigating [DGVP21, FKW13, GGPT12, KÔ16, KOPR17, MP16, PKBT16, GW12, HAE14, HZR16, KLG17, RBM16].
Investigating [CPR15, JRSS13, KRR14, SGSGYO19, TKS15+, MPS16, HBM18, DGVP21, LM18, MVP12, SN14].
Investigating [CDO13, IR].
Investigating [CDO13].
Investigating [CDO13].
ISO [ADCG12, BMM19, FMC15, IK14, KO13, LSCP16, MPS16, MFA12, MM14, MPM120, PHJ15, SGSGYO19, TKS15+, WCS14].
ISO/IEC [LSCP16, MFA12, MM14, MPM120, PHJ15, SGSGYO19, TKS15+, WCS14].
Issue [Ano14a, Ano14b, Ano14c, Ano14d, Ano14e, Ano14f, Ano14g, Ano14h, Ano14i, Ano14j, Ano14k, Ano14l, Ano15a, Ano15b, Ano15c, Ano15d, Ano15e, Ano15f, Ano15g, Ano15h, Ano15i, Ano15j, Ano15k, Ano15l, Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano16c, Ano16d, Ano16e, Ano16f, Ano16g, Ano16h, Ano16i, Ano16j, Ano16k, Ano16l, Ano17a, Ano17b, Ano17c, Ano17d, Ano17e, Ano17f, Ano17g, Ano17h, Ano17i, Ano17j, Ano17k, Ano17l, Ano17m, Ano17n, Ano17o, Ano17p, Ano17q, Ano17r, Ano17s, Ano17t, Ano17u, Ano17v, Ano17w, Ano17x, Ano17y, Ano17z, Ano18a, Ano18b, Ano18c, Ano18d, Ano18e, Ano18f, Ano18g, Ano18h, Ano18i, Ano18j, Ano18k, Ano18l, Ano19a, Ano19b, Ano19c, Ano20a, Ano20b, Ano20c, Ano20d, Ano20e, Ano20f, Ano20g, Ano20h, Ano20i, Ano20j, Ano20k, Ano20l, Ano21a, Ano21b, Ano21c, Ano21d, Ano21e, BMP13, FKW13, KLG17, KOPR17, PKBT16, RBM16, Ano13, BMC18, CRP14, CRP15].
issue [CLC14, HAS21, KÔ16, KDK13, MC14, MAD12, MP16, NSBR12, PP14, RPZ14, SA17].
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